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3 pitchers competing to be Rockies' ace 
Marquez, Freeland, Gray motivate each other to rise to challenge 
By Thomas Harding MLB.com @harding_at_mlb 
Feb. 13th, 2019 
 
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. -- Statistical projections identify right-hander German Marquez as the Rockies' best starting pitcher 

in 2019. 

"Why not?" said Marquez, who went 14-11 with a 3.77 ERA and a club-record 230 strikeouts in 2018. 

Well, left-hander Kyle Freeland may have his claim, based on a 17-7, 2.85 ERA performance that earned him fourth 

place in the National League Cy Young Award race. And while right-hander Jon Gray had well-documented ups and 

downs while going 12-9 with a 5.12 ERA, he was the Opening Day starter the last two years. 

Baseball Prospectus projects Marquez as accomplishing a 3.0 WARP (their WAR model), followed by Gray at 2.3 and 

Freeland at 1.5. The Bill James Handbook projects the same order. 

If Marquez (24 on Feb. 22), Freeland (25) and Gray (27) want to battle it out for tops on the staff, that's perfectly fine with 

manager Bud Black. 

"When Michael Jordan used to talk about practice and how they used to really compete when they scrimmaged, I think 

that is true to a certain extent in our sport with our players," Black said before Wednesday's initial Spring Training workout 

for pitchers and catchers. "If you sense there is talent around you, it gets you going." 

Marquez not only had a 95.7 mph average fastball velocity last season, he honed his slider and curve into above-average 

secondary pitches. 
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"That made me more comfortable. Ahead in the count, behind in the count, I could throw my big pitch and it wasn't a big 

thing for me," he said.11th, 2019 

Freeland wants to use new wrinkles for his two-seam fastball and changeup to try to nose ahead of his talented mates. 

"The sky is the limit for Marquez," Freeland said. "He's got all the talent, all the skill level, the mental drive. He's able to 

take that huge load throughout the season. 

"Gray made some adjustments this offseason. He knows what he needs to do. He was one of those guys that's not going 

to quit until he has success." 

Gray, whose goals are to be more sturdy physically and understand his pitch action, doesn't mind the motivation of trying 

to keep up with his rotation mates. 

"Freeland and Marquez are guys I call the young whippersnappers," Gray said. "We like to compete, see what we can do, 

compare to each other." 

Rap(sodo) stars 

The Rockies and their analytics team placed Rapsodo units around the mounds during bullpen sessions to calculate data 

for mechanics and coaching points. 
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Thomas Harding 

✔@harding_at_mlb 

 

Behind pitchers DJ Johnson (63) and Chi Chi Gonzalez (67) are members of the #Rockies analytics teams. On the tripods 

are Rhapsodo systems, which spit out data for coaching purposes. 

 

Righty Chad Bettis, who owns a unit and plugs into his personal iPad, said the key is knowing what information is 

important. Bettis is working on his slide and studies spin efficiency readings, for example. 

"You don't have that data when you're in the game so you have to combine what you're feeling -- he honest with yourself -

- with the data, objectively, of what you're trying to accomplish," Bettis said. 

More mentorship 

Rockies No. 16 prospect Justin Lawrence, a side-armer who went from 12th-round pick in 2016 to Arizona Fall League 

revelation last year, has a unique sidearm deliver and a good mentor -- former big league reliever Steve Reed, who spent 

much of his career with the Rockies. 

https://twitter.com/harding_at_mlb/status/1095736771818573824
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✔@harding_at_mlb 

 

#Rockies RHP Justin Lawrence. Those who watched him during @MLBazFallLeague will notice a difference: He has 

moved from the 3B side of the rubber to the 1B side. His mentor, ex-Rox reliever Steve Reed, suggested it to keep him in 

the zone and work better vs. lefty batters. 

 

Reed visited Lawrence last month and moved him from the third-base side of the rubber to first base to help keep him in 

the strike zone and compete better against lefty hitters. 

Reed, it turns out, isn't Lawrence's only mentor with the Rox. New first baseman Daniel Murphy played at the University 

of Jacksonville, where Lawrence began his collegiate career before transferring to Daytona State (Fla.) Community 

College. 

https://twitter.com/harding_at_mlb/status/1095744266142244865
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"I used to go to his camp when I was in high school, and now I'm going to be in the same locker room as him," Murphy 

said. "I saw him today and he recognized me. It was cool." 
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Rox's catchers looking to step up offense 
By Thomas Harding MLB.com @harding_at_mlb 
Feb. 13th, 2019 
 

SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. -- Somewhere within any conversation, Rockies catchers will note the team's strong starting pitching 

and 91 wins last season. But they understand that more offense from their position can facilitate more winning. 

Among the 15 National League teams, Rockies catchers finished 14th in batting average (.206), 13th in slugging (.307) 

and 12th in OPS (.657). As pitcher-catcher workouts began Wednesday, fan consternation remains. 

With the Rockies not interested in the Marlins' asking price for All-Star backstop J.T. Realmuto, who landed with the 

Phillies, and not playing the free-agent market, they return last year's three main catchers -- Chris Iannetta, Tony 

Wolters and Tom Murphy. All are trying to unearth more offense. The Rockies added Brett Nicholas, who played in 36 

games with the Rangers from 2016-17. 

"Don't get me wrong," manager Bud Black said. "Do I like it when Chris Iannetta hits three-run homers, or Tony Wolters 

goes deep at Citi Field … or Tony Wolters bangs a single up the middle against Kyle Hendricks? No doubt." 

Iannetta (.224/.345/.385 in 110 games) may be the best option for production. He is just a season removed from his .865 

OPS with the D-backs in 2017 (new Rockies hitting coach Dave Magadan held that job with Arizona then). And Iannetta 

hit balls harder than traditional numbers indicate. 

According to , last year Iannetta's 91.7 mph average exit velocity was 22nd among Major Leaguers with at least 150 

batted-ball events. 

"I thought I had a good year. It wasn't a bad year, it wasn't a great year," Iannetta said. "I didn't feel I struggled for a long 

period of time, and I didn't think I got hot for an extended period of time." 

Iannetta's average launch angle of 13.1 degrees was a down from 15-plus over the previous three years. He said he "did 

a few things mechanically that I'd like to take back" -- becoming too rotational with the hips, which can cost him plate 

coverage on outside pitches.. 12th, 2019 
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Iannetta, in the second year of a two-year, $8.5 million contract, turns 36 on April 8, which means there is opportunity for a 

younger receiver to lighten the load. Wolters, however, will have to do better than last year's .170/.292/.286 slash line, and 

he knows it. 

Wolters, 26, who hit a more respectable .259 in 2016 and .240 in '17, believes his swing became "steep," which meant his 

bat was in and out of the zone quickly. Wolters receives high marks for receiving and making creative plays, even if all the 

daring chances don't always work out. But hitting is the key to increased playing time. 

"I'm a baseball player," Wolters said. "I don't want to just play defense. I know I can hit. 

"It puts a little fire under me. Chris and I, we want to play well back there, we want to hit well. We're working our tails off." 

The plan is to carry two catchers, but for a period last year, Murphy was up as a third option. Murphy, 28 on April 3, hit 

.226 with two homers and 11 RBIs in 37 games. He struck out 18 times in his last 13 games and was left off the 

postseason roster. 

Murphy enters camp out of Minor League options and would have to be exposed to waivers to be sent down. Wolters, 

who avoided arbitration with a one-year, $960,000 contract, is in his final year of options. 

"It's the same little things every year," Murphy said. "Mechanically, we can all get better at what we do. But really it's about 

leading this team back to the playoffs." 
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Familiar faces open Rockies spring camp 
By Thomas Harding MLB.com @harding_at_mlb 
Feb. 12th, 2019 
 
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. -- Familiar sounds of encouragement and needling filled a practice field at Salt River Fields at 

Talking Stick on Monday as Nolan Arenado, Trevor Story and the infielders took grounders and Charlie Blackmon and 

the outfielders gathered their bats and spikes. 

Only a few faces that always seemed to be around are missing as Spring Training begins. And big expectations, once 

non-existent around here, are as much a part of the program as purple pinstripes. After the Rockies made their second 

straight postseason appearance in 2018, the only familiar feeling the Rockies don't want to return is the season ending 

before they reach their World Series goal. 

Pitchers (the backbone of recent success) and catchers officially reported for Spring Training on Tuesday, with the first 

official workout scheduled for Wednesday -- although practically the entire team is already around and working. 

The Rockies advanced a step further in 2018 by beating the Cubs in the National League Wild Card Game, but were 

swept by the Brewers in the NL Division Series. With the exception of second baseman DJ LeMahieu and relief 

pitcher Adam Ottavino signing with the Yankees, and veteran outfielders Carlos Gonzalez, Gerardo Parra and Matt 

Holliday looking for a team, it's essentially the same group trying to get incrementally better. 

Lefty Kyle Freeland (17-7, 2.85 ERA in 2018) and righty German Marquez (14-11, 3.77, club-record 230 strikeouts) led a 

starting staff that lowered its ERA over 2017 from 4.59 to 4.17, lowered the batting average against from .272 to .252, 

increased strikeouts from 721 to 883, and widened its strikeouts-to-walks ratio from 2.26 to 2.87. 

Rather than look for different faces for the next step, the Rockies are trusting lefty Tyler Anderson (7-9, 4.55) to improve 

and post the first 200-inning season of his career, righty Jon Gray (12-9, 5.12) to shake off the inconsistency of last 

season, and righties Chad Bettis (5-2, 5.01) and Antonio Senzatela (6-6, 4.38) to prove valuable whether in the rotation 

or bullpen. They have all the competition they need from righty Jeff Hoffman and No. 3 Rockies prospect (per MLB 

Pipeline) righty Peter Lambert. 

Arenado, Blackmon, Story and the team's one big addition -- first baseman Daniel Murphy -- are being asked to anchor 

the offense. But how far the Rockies go could depend on some less-experienced players making leaps, much the way 

pitchers did from '17 to '18. 
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Outfielder David Dahl missed 2017 with rib and back issues and dealt with injury again in 2018 -- a broken right foot that 

cost him 54 games, mostly in June and July. But Dahl's .273/.325/.534 slash line during a 2018 season that included nine 

homers and 27 RBIs in September raised anticipation that he could become another homegrown run producer, like 

Arenado, Blackmon and Story. 

A lineup wild card is at second base, where the Rockies ultimately stayed away from free agency to give shots to left-

handed-hitting Ryan McMahon (.232, five homers, 19 RBIs in 91 games as a rookie in 2018), and right-handed-

hitting Garrett Hampson (.275, four RBIs, two stolen bases in 24 games) and Pat Valaika (.156, two homers, five RBIs), 

plus right-handed-hitting No. 1 club and No. 9 overall prospect Brendan Rodgers., 2019 

Not only are young players attempting to produce better. Ian Desmond, who moves from first base to the outfield, will 

look to improve a .236 batting average (although he had a healthy 22 homers and 88 RBIs), and catchers Chris 

Iannetta (.224), Tony Wolters (.170) and Tom Murphy (.226) will try to provide offense from a traditionally defensive 

position. 
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Blackmon's been in Arenado's contract shoes 
By Thomas Harding MLB.com @harding_at_mlb 
Feb. 12th, 2019 
 

SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. -- Rockies outfielder Charlie Blackmon can identify with third baseman Nolan Arenado, which puts 

him in position to offer support rather than advice. 

Arenado recently signed a one-year, $26 million contract -- the richest one-year deal ever for an arbitration-eligible player. 

But he and the club are attempting to negotiate a multi-year deal, with Arenado eligible for free agency at season's end. 

Last year, Blackmon avoided arbitration at $14 million, then hammered out a six-year, $108 million agreement that was 

announced during the regular season's first week. 

"I was excited for Nolan to see him reach a one-year agreement," Blackmon said Tuesday. "Having been in his position, 

it's a very difficult position. A lot of times you don't want to talk about it. So I just try to be super-positive and supportive, 

because I know he's going through a time where he's got to make some big decisions. And the same with the Rockies 

organization." 

Having Arenado locked, rather than worrying about him leaving as a free agent, certainly would make future years more 

comfortable for Blackmon. The two of them in the lineup would enhance the Rockies' championship hopes. 

However, Blackmon doesn't believe he should be delivering a recruiting pitch to his teammate. 

"I'm not really trying to pry into any of that business," Blackmon said. "I want Nolan to do what Nolan thinks is best for 

Nolan. I really care about him as a person. I also really care about the Rockies organization, because that's where my 

future is. 

"If I were to come up and say, 'Hey, you have to sign with the Rockies,' that's just me not caring about Nolan. I want to 

care about both the Rockies and Nolan. That's the best way to be a good teammate. I'd like him to know that, and know 

that I care about his future, not just be selfish and care about my future." 

Blackmon's contract last year and Arenado's current negotiations are against a backdrop of massive change in the free-

agency landscape. This year, the two most-watched free agents, Bryce Harper and Manny Machado, are unsigned. 
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"Free agency has definitely changed; players are noticing it, the teams have noticed," Blackmon said. "It's not as great in 

my opinion as it used to be. That's not great for baseball. That's going to need to be addressed at some point. I'm glad I 

don't have to worry about it for a while. I'm happy where I am and feel lucky that it worked out for me." 

Having viewed what was happening in the market, Blackmon saw staying with the Rockies as not just a viable option but 

the best one. 
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Rockies’ Bryan Shaw is confident 2019 will be better than 2018 disaster 
Poor mechanics, not lack of velocity, threw right-hander off track 
By PATRICK SAUNDERS | psaunders@denverpost.com | The Denver Post 
PUBLISHED: February 13, 2019 at 5:01 pm | UPDATED: February 13, 2019 at 10:11 pm 
 
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. — “Last season stunk.” 

Rockies reliever Bryan Shaw actually used a stronger word to describe his 2018 season, but you get the idea. Now the 

question is whether the right-hander, who’s entering the second season of a three-year, $27 million contract, can salvage 

his career with Colorado. 

 

As the Rockies opened spring training Wednesday at Salt River Fields, Shaw expressed confidence that he’s primed to 

rebound. That would be good news indeed for the Rockies, who lost primary set-up man Adam Ottavino when he signed a 

three-year, $27 million deal with the Yankees. 

 

“Everything feels good,” Shaw said. “Body, legs, arm, mind. Everything is right there and ready to go.” 

Manager Bud Black, who last season lost so much faith in Shaw that he quit using him in high-leverage situations and left 

him off the postseason roster, is hopeful Shaw’s issues were fixed during the offseason. 

“The focus was on some delivery consistency that he’s worked on,” Black said. “He worked some on release point, where 

hand positioning needs to be repeated and consistent. I think we’ll see the difference. The early returns are optimistic.” 

This winter, Shaw, lefty reliever Jake McGee and right-handed starter candidate Chad Bettis journeyed to Driveline 

Baseball in Kent, Wash., for a high-tech tutorial. A bio-mechanical assessment confirmed what Shaw and bullpen coach 

Darren Holmes suspected. In layman’s terms, the position of Shaw’s landing foot was off, causing his hip rotation to be off 

and his arm slot to be inconsistent. 

Statistics paint the picture of the disaster: a 5.93 ERA, 1.793 WHIP, .313 batting average against, 4.6 walks per nine 

innings, and 1.5 home runs given up per nine innings. All of those numbers were career worsts. 

“From the mechanics side, I think he got a little bit out of whack,” Black said. “Here’s a guy that has a very upbeat, 

aggressive, momentum-building throwing action, with a stride direction that is across his body. 
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“If you don’t sync it up and don’t have the consistent release point, your command and your ability to execute pitches is 

going to suffer. I think that happened with Bryan. And the more he tinkered with his delivery, tinkered with his stride 

direction … he couldn’t dig himself out of a hole. He was pitching in a lot of bad counts:1-0, 2-0, 2-1, 3-1. It’s tough to 

have success that way.” 

The Rockies acquired Shaw because he was an effective workhorse for Cleveland. From 2015-17, he led the American 

League in appearances three times. Shaw also had an impressive postseason resume, having posted a 2.45 ERA with 22 

strikeouts and six walks in 22 career playoff innings. That included 14 postseason appearances in 2016-17. 

When Shaw struggled with Colorado last season, there were concerns that the velocity of his cut-fastball — his primary 

weapon — was waning. According to FanGraphs, however, his fastball averaged 93.9 mph last season, down just a tick 

from 2017 (94.6) and faster than in 2015 (92.8). 

“The silver lining for me is, he’s healthy and his arm felt good all year,” Black said. “His stuff sort of played out the same 

as far as radar gun readings and the life on (the fastball). He just didn’t locate the ball like he had in previous years.” 

Another theory about Shaw’s poor 2018 performance was that he started overthrowing, trying too hard to make his cutter 

spin in Denver’s high, dry air. Thus, it threw him off kilter. Shaw’s ERA at Coors Field was 6.93 vs. 5.10 on the road; he 

served up five home runs at Coors vs. four on the road; and he had a 2.108 WHIP at home vs. 1.523 away. 

Shaw, however, mostly discounts the Coors Field factor. 

“The hits I gave up were hits in any ballpark and the home runs I gave up were home runs in any ballpark,” he said. “I just 

didn’t execute my pitches.” 

Shaw said the trip to Driveline Baseball helped put him back on track — and will keep him there. 

“I took stock of things, and I wanted to make sure nothing like that ever happens again,” he said. “The Rockies have the 

stuff from Driveline — the cameras and stuff — and I have all the data. If something gets out of whack, we can go back to 

the videos and make adjustments. 

“So hopefully it’s a quicker fix. Rather than two or three months trying to figure it out, maybe it’s just a few days.” 
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Rockies getting little national media respect as spring training opens 
Losing Adam Ottavino seen as huge problem 
By PATRICK SAUNDERS | psaunders@denverpost.com | The Denver Post 
PUBLISHED: February 13, 2019 at 6:00 am | UPDATED: February 13, 2019 at 3:45 pm 
 
SCOTTSDALE — The grass is emerald green, the sky is desert blue and confidence high as Rockies pitchers and 

catchers hold their first official spring training workout Wednesday at Salt River Fields. 

Bolstered by back-to-back playoff appearances, the Rockies clearly have lofty aspirations. No doubt manager Bud Black 

and his crew will spout optimistic bromides throughout camp. 

But what’s the national perception? It’s not nearly so rosy. Here’s a small sampling: 

— USA Today names 11 teams that are “in it to win it.” The Rockies are not included in that group. Rather, they are 

categorized as one of six teams that “need some breaks.” 

The comment: “Teams churn through relievers all the time but deleting Adam Ottavino’s 112 strikeouts feels like a big 

deal.” 

— ESPN senior writer David Schoenfield recently opined that of all of last year’s 10 postseason teams, the Rockies are 

the least likely to get back to the playoffs. 

Wrote Schoenfield: “The Rockies hold the same advantage that the Dodgers have of playing in a weak division, but all 

Colorado has done is add Daniel Murphy (while losing DJ LeMahieu). The Rockies’ rotation was outstanding in 2018 — 

and also healthy, with four starters making 31 or more starts. That’s unlikely to happen again, and not just because of 

altitude. Mostly though, the Rockies will simply face tougher competition across the league. With the Dodgers rating as 

heavy favorites in the division, the Rockies are thrown into that crowded wild-card free-for-all. 

— Bleacher Report makes the Rockies significant long shots to win the World Series, going so far as to call the Rockies 

“lucky” to win 91 games last season. 

Here’s what Bleacher Report observed last week: “The Colorado Rockies had to overcome a top-heavy lineup and an 

erratic bullpen last year, so it’s hard to argue with numbers that suggest they were lucky to win 91 games. 

To their credit, though, the Rockies were legitimately good in the second half. It helped that Kyle Freeland and German 

Marquez pitched like aces and that their bullpen squared itself away. 

The Rockies will miss Adam Ottavino from said bullpen, but they’ll be fine if Wade Davis, Bryan Shaw and Jake 

McGee adhere to their track records. Newcomer Daniel Murphy, a healthy David Dahl and the eventual promotion of 
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Brendan Rodgers (MLB.com’s No. 10 prospect) will take some of the offensive load off the shoulders of Nolan 

Arenado, Trevor Story and Charlie Blackmon. 

A team like this should have a better chance of advancing in the postseason than last year’s iteration. But unless the 

Dodgers cede ground atop the NL West, getting there will be the hard part. 

Odds: 40-1″ 

Joe Rivera of The Sporting News gives the Rockies a C-plus for their offseason efforts, not exactly a huge vote of 

confidence: 

“The Rox opened up their wallets after 2017, bringing in Wade Davis, Bryan Shaw and Jake McGee for the 2018 season 

in what should have been baseball’s next super bullpen. Unfortunately, that supposed blockbuster bullpen was nothing 

more than box-office bomb; Shaw (5.93 ERA), McGree (6.49) and Davis (4.13) all underperformed, while the Rockies let 

their best reliever (Adam Ottavino) walk in free agency this offseason. With the Diamondbacks reeling, the Giants and 

Padres rebuilding and the Dodgers down after a second consecutive World Series defeat, the window is open for the 

Rockies to do damage in that division. But, to this point, they haven’t really capitalized.” 

 

At this point in the spring (it’s really winter back home, after all), this is so much guesswork. Last year, for example, 

the  Rockies were largely shortchanged when it came to national forecasting.  USA Today predicted that the Rockies 

would go 85-77 and make the playoffs and Bleacher Report predicted that they would go 91-71. But Fangraphs and 

Baseball Prospectus — two analytic-based publications — predicted 80-82 and 78-84 records, respectively. 

Colorado finished 91-72, lost the National League West tie-breaker to the Dodgers in game 163, then beat the Cubs in the 

wild-card game before getting swept by the Brewers in the NL division series. 
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Bud Black: Rockies’ 2019 starting rotation “can match up with anybody” 
2018 starters posted second-lowest ERA in franchise history 
By PATRICK SAUNDERS | psaunders@denverpost.com | The Denver Post 
PUBLISHED: February 13, 2019 at 12:09 pm | UPDATED: February 13, 2019 at 5:00 pm 
 

SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. — Bud Black is not a man prone to hyperbole or empty praise, especially when it comes to starting 

pitchers. 

After all, Black was a pitcher for parts of 15 big-league seasons. He sets the bar high. So, when the Rockies’ manager 

makes a bold statement, as he did Wednesday morning, you take notice. 

On the first official day of spring training, Black was asked if the Rockies’ rotation was “as good as or better than” the 

Dodgers, who’ve won the National League West six years running. 

 “The Dodgers have a very good rotation, and these are different rotations because they are different pitchers,” Black 

answered. “But we feel like on any given night, any given start, we can match up with anybody.” 

Black noted that the Dodgers are always at the top of the team pitching statistics. He also noted that the Rockies have to 

pitch in a different environment, i.e. Coors Field. But it’s clear that Black is bullish on Colorado’s rotation. 

For the record, last season, Colorado’s rotation posted a 4.17 ERA, which was the second-lowest in franchise history, 

behind only the 2009 team (4.10). Rockies starters logged 84 quality starts, the third-most in franchise history and most 

since the 2010 squad posted 86 quality starts. 

Left-hander Kyle Freeland, who finished fourth in the National League Cy Young Award voting with a 2.85 ERA (lowest by 

a starter for a full season in franchise history), agreed with Black. 

“We are a rotation that isn’t a stranger to this level of play,” Freeland said. “We feel like we can compete and belong with 

the upper echelon of pitchers — one through five in the rotation, and beyond that.” 

Catching up. Last season, Colorado’s catchers caught just fine, it was their lack of hitting that was problematic. As a unit, 

they finished 14th among 15 National League teams in batting average (.206), 13th in slugging (.307), 12th in OPS (.657) 

and 12th in home runs (15). 

It seemed sensible, and even paramount, that the Rockies would make a move to upgrade the position. They didn’t, save 

for signing Brett Nicholas, who played 36 games for the Rangers from 2016-17, to a minor-league deal. 
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Black, however, seems OK with the idea that Chris Iannetta and Tony Wolters — and possibly Tom Murphy — will be the 

Rockies’ men behind the plate this season. Why? Because Black likes their defense and game-calling skills. 

“Defense is No. 1 on our prioritized list of what a catcher has to be for me,” Black said. “And 29 other teams say the same 

thing when you rank out what is their priority.” 

Nonetheless, Black wants to see more offense from his catchers. 

“Don’t get me wrong,” Black said. “Do I like it when Chris Iannetta hits three-run homers, or Tony Wolters goes deep at 

Citi Field … or Tony Wolters bangs a single up the middle against Kyle Hendricks? No doubt.” 

Wolters, who batted just .170 during the regular season, rapped a two-out RBI single off Hendricks in the top of the 13th 

inning to lift the Rockies to a 2-1 victory over the Cubs in the National League wild-card game at Wrigley Field last 

season. 
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Rockies spring training guide: Five key issues, with what’s new and needed in Colorado 

By Nick Groke Feb 13, 2019 | The Athletic 

SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. — The Rockies last season played in baseball’s postseason in a second consecutive season for the 

first time in club history. And it already feels like ancient history. Getting swept in three games by the Brewers in the 

National League Division Series only amplified the pain of falling short. 

“I’m not a big fan of losing,” Charlie Blackmon said. “We did less losing last year than we did in the past. But I’d like to win 

a few more games, go a little deeper, do better than we did the year before.” 

The Rockies, then, are left in a quandary. They proved to be contenders, particularly behind a stellar starting pitching 

staff. They also showed inadequacies, especially offensively. And yet, the roster that propelled them to the postseason 

the past two years returns largely intact when pitchers and catchers report to officially kick off spring training at Salt River 

Fields on Wednesday. 

“We’ve gotten to the point where we feel good about our team and our ability to contend in our division and get to the 

playoffs,” manager Bud Black said. “Our challenge is to keep doing it.” 

Here, Colorado’s most pressing issues to start the spring: 

1. Can a young rotation hold up? And is Jon Gray on the hot seat? 

Kyle Freeland, the Rockies’ 25-year-old left-hander, finished fourth in NL Cy Young voting last season and he just might 

be Colorado’s No. 2 pitcher. German Marquez, nearly 24, dominated the second half last season with an output second in 

the majors to only Jacob deGrom. Together, they will lead one of the best young rotations in baseball. Lefty Tyler 

Anderson, 29, follows, along with Jon Gray, 27; Antonio Senzatela, 24, and Chad Bettis, 29. Jeff Hoffman, 26, and Peter 

Lambert, 21, will also figure in the mix. 

But can they hold up? At some point, hitters pick up on pitchers’ tendencies. The trick for young arms is to stay a step 

ahead, with new pitches and swerving strategies to attack batters from different angles. This is where Black earns his 

keep. The manager was a longtime pitcher and knows that only time can separate a pitcher from an ace. 

And time has been difficult for Gray. The third pick in the 2013 draft is a confounding fastball artist. His peripheral statistics 

suggest one of the best arms in the NL. His ability to maneuver through a lineup suggests a move to the bullpen. The 

Rockies see a starter. 
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“My expectations for Jon start with taking the ball 33 or 34 times,” Black said. “You look at Jon last year, he made his 

starts. And he was 12-9. The ERA was a little high. Last year was a great learning year for Jon. 

“Time will tell,” Black added. “We’ll see how it plays out. We’re confident in Jon’s ability to improve his game to the point 

where he’s a very effective major-league starting pitcher each and every game.” 

2. What is Nolan Arenado’s future? 

Why is the Rockies’ best and most important player going into his final year before hitting free agency not the No. 1 issue? 

In part because he agreed to a record-breaking, one-year, $26 million deal late last month to avoid an arbitration hearing. 

So the Rockies punted Arenado’s future to a later date. 

Then came word that Arenado and the Rockies had already advanced a discussion for a long-term contract, a deal that 

might, strangely, precede those for Manny Machado and Bryce Harper. Arenado could be in line for a contract that meets 

or exceeds eight years and $250 million, the kind of contract that would have been obvious two years ago, but now seems 

a surprise amid an ice-cold free-agent market. 

Arenado’s presence this season means the Rockies are legitimate contenders. His presence next season would mean the 

same. 

3. Where’s the offense? Who’s on second? 

The Rockies went out with a whimper in a Division Series against Milwaukee last October, managing just two total runs 

over three games. Really, it was the culmination of two years of sub-average offense. Colorado general manager Jeff 

Bridich specifically targeted an offensive upgrade this offseason. What he came away with was … Daniel Murphy. And 

that’s about it. The Rockies signed the veteran second baseman with a plan to move him to first base. He is essentially a 

replacement for Gold Glover DJ LeMahieu, who signed with the Yankees. Whatever the club loses in defense, they hope 

to gain in offense. 

The Rockies also signed veteran Mark Reynolds to a minor-league deal with a plan to use him as a bench bat. But with 

Murphy at first and Ian Desmond moving to the outfield, the Rockies are still left looking for more offense, especially at 

second base. That spot will fall into an open competition and any legitimate ability at the plate could separate a contender. 

Ryan McMahon, Garrett Hampson and Brendan Rodgers, all prospects, will compete for the spot. 
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“I don’t think there’s a leader. It’s open,” Black said. “There will be enough versatility where we can see matchups and 

guys moving around the diamond. In the past, DJ, he was an everyday player, built to play. Nolan, everyday player. 

Trevor (Story), Charlie, Ian, these guys are built to play every day. We’ll see in time if these younger guys are built to play 

every day.” 

4. Is a big bullpen bounce back even possible? 

Adam Ottavino’s exit from Colorado seemed a long-ago finality, so that alone does not highlight the pressing question of 

bullpen readiness for the Rockies. His three-year, $27 million contract with the Yankees, though, coupled with the three-

year, $27 million deals the Rockies gave to Jack McGee and Bryan Shaw last year only underlines the corner Colorado 

painted itself into. Both McGee and Shaw struggled to career-low seasons in 2018. And Chris Rusin was barely better. 

Three struggling relievers and another now gone made up half of last year’s bullpen. All of that in unison stamps a big 

question mark for the Rockies’ late innings. 

“They all need to do a good job,” Black said. “Now, do you have guys you’d like to think are consistent April to October like 

Ottavino was last year? Yeah, we need that. But the more guys that you have who have good years, it makes it easier to 

fill those innings. … We need those guys to bounce back.” 

Scott Oberg and Seunghwan Oh, the primary replacements for Ottavino’s role in the eighth inning setting up closer Wade 

Davis, showed plenty of promise last season. And lefty Mike Dunn, the Rockies hope, will return tip-top from shoulder 

surgery. Carlos Estevez, 26, will compete for a full-time job. Yency Almonte, Harrison Musgrave and DJ Johnson are 

available too. 

5. How will the outfield line up? And is David Dahl finally ready? 

For the first time in five years, the Rockies will see a radical realignment in their outfield. It starts with Desmond’s move 

from first base to the grass, probably to center field. That will allow Blackmon a move to left field, in large part to save his 

health and to be more productive at the plate. David Dahl lines up for a spot in right. But he played just 77 games last 

season after returning from a broken foot, and he missed all of 2017 with a rib injury. 

“Honestly, last year my swing didn’t feel great all year,” Dahl said. “I was just kind of messing around to see what felt 

good.” 
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After those three? Their depth is shallow. Carlos Gonzalez and Gerardo Parra won’t be back. Raimel Tapia is in a make-

or-break spring training, with no more minor-league options. He will either make the opening day roster or find another 

team. Veteran Michael Saunders, an All-Star with Toronto in 2016 who did not play in the majors last season, will be in 

Colorado’s camp on a prove-it minor-league deal. And Noel Cuevas and Michael Tauchman are scratching for a chance. 

“You will see a little bit of mix and match until we figure out exactly what we like,” Blackmon said. “We had a discussion 

about possibly trying different outfield alignments if it meant winning more games for the Rockies. I am all about winning 

more games for the Rockies.” 
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Trevor Story Will Do More Than Play A Superb Shortstop And Slug For The Rockies This Season 

Jack Etkin |  Forbes Contributor - Feb 13, 2019, 08:00am 
 

It’s altogether different this spring for shortstop Trevor Story. Last year, he was coming off a strikeout-marred 2017, a year 

that, to be sure, was immensely promising for such an inexperienced player but one where Story had yet to find his 

footing in the majors. 

And now? Now Story, 26, has cachet after a season with the Colorado Rockies that was historic by slugging standards for 

a shortstop, a season when he was a first-time All-Star, won a National League Silver Slugger Award, was a very viable 

Gold Glove Award candidate and finished eighth in the NL Most Valuable Player voting. 

And with players with less experience vying to be next to him at second base, Story expects to be more of a leader this 

year. 

Batting mostly fourth and fifth last year and playing 157 games, Story slashed .291/.348/.567 with 42 doubles, six triples, 

37 home runs, 108 RBI and 27 stolen bases in 33 attempts. He finished second in the NL in home runs and slugging 

percentage and tied for fourth in both doubles and RBI. 

Story became the first shortstop in major league history with at last 40 doubles, 30 home runs and 25 stolen bases. With 

85 extra-base hits, Story joined Hall of Famers Ernie Banks, who did it three times, and Honus Wagner (five times) as the 

only shortstops to lead the NL in that category. 

“I’m not the most personal-accolade kind of guy,” Story said, “but it’s cool to look back and see those things that 

happened.” 

Arbitration eligible for the first time this winter, Story saw his salary skyrocket to $5 million after making $550,000 last 

year. 

During his first two seasons, Story’s double-play partner was veteran second baseman DJ LeMahieu. He left as a free 

agent, signing a two-year, $24 million contract with the Yankees. In spring training, Garrett Hampson, Ryan McMahon and 

top prospect Brendan Rodgers will vie to replace LeMahieu. Hampson and McMahon have limited experience in the big 

leagues. Rodgers has none. All of which changes the dynamic for Story and means leadership will come with the territory 

this season. 
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“It’s kind of time to take a little bit more of that role, I think,” he said, adding that older players “gave me pointers here and 

there and just how to handle yourself on a daily basis. I think it’s time for me to kind of take that sort of role like DJ had for 

me, like Nolan (Arenado), Chuck (Charlie Blackmon) have for me now.” 

The Rockies drafted Rodgers third overall in 2015 and gave him a franchise-record signing bonus of $5.5 million. As 

Rodgers, a shortstop by trade, was working his way toward the majors, the assumption was that when he reached the big 

leagues, Story would slide over to second base. But Story has put an end to that talk with his superb shortstop play, and 

Rodgers has gained experience at second base. 

“Shortstop is a very taxing position,” said Story, who played the third-most innings at the position among NL shortstops 

and ranked third in range factor behind two shortstops who played 100 fewer innings than Story at the position. “I do take 

a lot of pride in playing short. I really don’t worry myself with what other people are saying. So that’s kind of how I’ve 

separated myself from that.” 

Asked if he can take pride that when Rodgers reaches the majors, he’s not going to be ticketed to play shortstop, Story’s 

one-word answer was “Yeah.” 

Story led the NL with 191 strikeouts in 2017, averaging one strikeout every 2.91 plate appearances. His strikeouts 

decreased to 168 last year or one every 3.90 plate appearances. His walk total actually dipped from 49 to 47 or one every 

11.32 plate appearances to one every 13.96 last year. But putting the ball in play much more often helped Story raise his 

average 52 points from his .239mark in 2017. 

He was at his best in the final month of the season when the Rockies were in a race with the Dodgers for the NL West 

crown, hitting .295 with a 1.109 OPS, 11 homers and 23 RBI in 24 games. Story’s final-month surge was particularly 

timely, because Arenado hit .198 (18-for-91) with three homers and 12 RBI in 23 games from Aug. 27 thru Sept. 22. 

“Mentally, I think I took a big step last year, and that was a big part of my success,” Story said. “Really just digging deeper 

into that (aspect of the game) and kind of using that as a weapon for me. It’s more of a daily routine; whatever I’m doing, 

I’m having intent behind it. I have different tools now that can get me in a more prepared state to play the game.” 

Story declined to talk specifically about those tools or his mental approach. 
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It could be argued that because of his September surge when the Rockies were playing their most meaningful games, 

Story should have finished higher in the MVP voting than Arenado, who was third after hitting .297/.374/.561 and on his 

way to winning his sixth straight Gold Glove. Both players finished with 5.6 WAR. Regardless, Story came from more or 

less nowhere to end up eighth. 

“It’s very humbling to be in that conversation given the types of talents we have in this game,” Story said. “But to be 

considered as one of the best players, it’s rewarding for me. I feel I have that capability (to be one of the best players), but 

for it to actually happen, to be in that conversation is different.” 
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Castilla to Return to Manage Hermosillo in Mexican Pacific League Next Winter 

By Tracy Ringolsby - 2 days | InsideTheSeams.com 
 

Vinny Castilla, a member of the expansion Rockies who in his post-playing days is serving as a special assistant to 

the team’s general manager, will return to the role of manager of the Naranjeros de Hermosillo in the Mexican 

Pacific League next winter. Castilla intends to remain with the Rockies organization, as well. 

His hiring was announced in Hermosillo on Tuesday. 

The Naranjeros have won 15 championships in the 60 years of the Mexican Pacific League. 

Castilla was originally signed out of Mexico by the Atlanta Braves, and was one of three Braves players the Rockies 

selected in the expansion draft, along with right-handed pitchers David Nied and Armando Reynoso. 

Castilla spent three stints with the Rockies, from 1993-99, the team’s first seven seasons of play, the 2004 season 

and then the final days of 2006, which allowed him to retire as a member of the Rockies. 

He ranks among the Rockies all-time leaders in games played overall, and at third base, and is among the top 10 in 

virtually every offensive run-production, power category. 

Castilla is familiar with Hermosillo, having played there briefly during five off-seasons, from 2006-07 through 2010-

11. In 67 games, he hit .276. He also managed the team in 2008 and was the manager of the Mexican team in the 

2007 Pan Am Games as well as the World Baseball Classic in 2009. 

As well as brief stints with the Braves in 1991 and 1992, Castilla spent 14 full seasons in the big leagues, playing 

for Tampa Bay, Houston, Washington and San Diego in addition to the Braves and Rockies. 
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Mile-high milestone: Rockies anchored by homegrown rotation 
AP - Published 8:49 p.m. ET Feb. 13, 2019 
 
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. (AP) — How's this for a mile-high milestone: The Colorado Rockies have one of baseball's best 

young starting rotations. 

According to ace Kyle Freeland, at least. 

"I think our rotation can stack up against anybody," Freeland said Wednesday when pitchers and catchers had their first 

workout. 

He has a strong case. The Rockies have made the postseason as a wild card each of the past two seasons — a first for 

the franchise — and the evolutions of young starters like Freeman, German Marquez and Tyler Anderson are a big 

reason why. 

The rotation had a 4.17 ERA last season, the second-lowest mark ever for the franchise. Of course, because of the hitter-

friendly conditions at Coors Field, the Rockies are unlikely to ever challenge for a team ERA title. 

Other indicators show them right there with the National League's best. The group made 87 quality starts — only the 

Dodgers (95) and Milwaukee Brewers (91) had more — while working a league-high 932 innings. Ranked by Fangraphs' 

wins above replacement metric — which attempts to cancel out park effects — Colorado's starters ranked fourth in the 

NL, behind the Mets, Dodgers and Phillies. 

The chief goal right now: catching the six-time reigning NL West champion Dodgers. 

"The Dodgers have a very good rotation. These are different rotations because these are different pitchers," Colorado 

manager Bud Black said. "We feel like on any given night, any given start, that we can match up with anybody. The 

Dodgers have pitched extremely well the last number of years. You look at team pitching. You look at any team that has 

made the playoffs, they are always at the top of team pitching. Statistically, the Dodgers are right there. 

"That is our goal, when you look at team pitching, to be up the ladder there. We have a little different environment, but 

there are some markers there that show we are a good pitching team." 

Homegrown starters Freeland and Marquez had breakout years in 2018, the second full season for each. The 25-year-old 

Freeland was 17-7 with 2.85 ERA, which was fifth in the league, and Marquez, 23, was 14-11 with a 3.77 ERA and 230 

strikeouts in 196 innings. 

Jon Gray, another product from the farm, is a three-time double-digit winner who won 12 games with a 5.12 ERA last 

year. After an inconsistent few years, the 27-year-old reported to camp having putting on some muscle and "is in a good 

spot," Black said. 
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"From when I got here a couple of years ago, I sensed that there was some talent, and I think we are building on that, 

too," said Black, in his third season in Colorado. "The depth is starting to emerge from our system. Overall, we feel good 

about the group. I know that organizationally, it is something we have to stay on top of. All teams do. 

"Because you have to pitch." 

Freeland pitched six shutout innings on three days' rest when the Rockies beat Chicago in the NL wild-card game, and 

Marquez gave up two runs in five innings in his NLDS start against Milwaukee, which swept the three-game series. 

Now, Freeland said, it's time to get even better. 

"We are all getting older, we are all getting wiser and learning this game, and learning it all the highest capacity," Freeland 

said. 

"We are in the playoffs and we are playing extremely meaningful games that are do-or-die. We are learning how to play in 

that, and I think that is only going to help us in the long run." 
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Could these two Colorado Rockies prospects make an impact in 2019? 

by Chris Bohn - 16 hours ago | RoxPile 
 

The Colorado Rockies have been very quiet this offseason. A little too quiet considering the list of free agents 

still on the board, making just one big signing this winter of Daniel Murphy for a two-year, $24 million deal. 

As a Colorado Rockies fan, the frustration could be enough to just throw this 2019 season down the drain. Especially 

with the subtractions of DJ LeMahieu, Adam Ottavino and possibly Carlos Gonzalez. 

Fans might have a reason to be worried. What could possibly make this team better this season compared to the playoff 

team the Rockies were in 2018? One answer … Let the kids play! 

We have seen what the Rockies organization can produce in the last couple of seasons within the minors and this may be 

the future for this organization. 

There are a number of prospects down in the minors that we have all been hearing about. Brendan Rodgers and Colton 

Welker are the top names of infielders taking residence in Colorado’s minor league system who could fill LeMahieu’s 

absence. 

As a note, neither Rodgers nor Welker are currently on Colorado’s 40-man roster so a move would need to be made in 

order for them to see Major League action. 

Brendan Rodgers 

Rodgers is the name we have been hearing the most as to who is “big league” ready. He was featured in the All-Star 

Futures Game last season and has shown his potential of taking a starting position on the Rockies roster for 2019. His 

lifetime batting average of .291 in the minors can show he may need some work at the plate but his defensive skills are at 

a Major League-level. Rodgers has posted a .981 fielding percentage at second base in 465.1 innings played. 

As a reminder, the signing of Daniel Murphy this offseason has not closed off the second base opening with the 

departure of LeMahieu. The plan for the soon-to-be 34-year-old is first base. 

After what Trevor Story showed in his debut, Rockies fans should be hopeful and excited for the emergence of Rodgers. 

Look for him to compete and play all-out for the starting job at second base this spring training. 
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Colton Welker 

Welker has been in the system for three seasons now and has done nothing but produce. He has a .337 batting average 

during that time. While he doesn’t hit for power with just 24 home runs, Welker sprays the ball around the field and gets on 

base. Defensively, he is consistent with a .948 fielding percentage in his first three minor league seasons. 

With third base being his primary position, Welker may need to wait his turn if he can’t make a move to another infield 

position. After the Rockies settled on an arbitration deal with Nolan Arenado for record-breaking money, the third base 

position seems to be locked up for the 2019 season. Look for Welker to continue his work in the minors this season with a 

potential September call-up. 

We have already seen some kids show their potential with the Rockies. Players like David Dahl, Jeff Hoffman, Kyle 

Freeland and Ryan McMahon made their marks in 2018 as important pieces to the organization. Rodgers should be the 

answer to the missing piece at second base and could join this list of young players to compete in the NL West. 

This may be what the Rockies organization have in mind as it comes down to Opening Day of the 2019 season. The 

youth movement is here, fans, and we should embrace it. 
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Under-the-radar prospects from each MLB team 
Eric Longenhagen - Special to ESPN.com 
 
Now that pitchers and catchers already are crowding camps in both Arizona and Florida, all 30 teams have that once-a-

year opportunity to evaluate all of their players in the same place at the same time. While the results of the games don't 

matter, spring training is still a tremendous opportunity for young players to turn a few heads, not just in the stands for 

fans who might not know who's down on the farm, but among coaches, managers and player development folks. What 

players show key decision-makers now can have a huge impact on whether they are on the radar for an open roster spot 

sooner than expected this spring or summer -- and we're not talking just at the back of the bench or in the bullpen, but 

maybe in the rotation or regular lineup. 

With that in mind, here's a look at a relatively unheralded farmhand in each MLB organization who has a chance to help 

advance his timetable and break into The Show, perhaps as soon as Opening Day, with a strong showing over the next 

six weeks. 

Colorado Rockies 

Justin Lawrence, RHP 

There aren't many (any?) sidearmers in the big leagues who throw as hard as Lawrence, who was sitting 97-99 and 

touching 101 in the Arizona Fall League. Though he had some rough outings in the desert, the arm slot and velocity alone 

should be sufficient to thwart right-handed hitters, to say nothing of Lawrence's plus-flashing slider. 
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